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•BOT

UMaine to consider reinvesting in South Africa

By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
lbe I'no ersity 01 MAIM Rivard
ot Imstees could end an 11 -year
chapter in South African investments
during the board's January. meeting
Owen Wells, chairman of the
finance committee. recommended
to the board dunng their November meeting that the policy requiring not holding stock in companies
doing business in South Africa he
rescinded
"We're responding to the request of the leader ot the largest
k teople insouth
numbei ot

Africa." Wells said, refemng to
African National Congress leader
Nelson M andella's revest for companics to reinvest in South Africa
The board passed a resolution
in 1982 calling for l'Maine.
through the trustees, to not invest
in any companies doing business
in South ,Africa. as well as divesting any South African-related
stocks or securities that w ere held
Should the trustees decided to
change the policy , the university's
designated portfolio manager. the
Common Fund, would shift
llMaine's portfolio from a South
Inca free fund to the general eq-

uity fund The general equity fund
has no investment restrictions
William Sullivan, vice-chancellor for administration, said that
of 826 schools whose portfolios
are managed by the Common Fund.
67 had their portfolios in the South
Atrica-free fund Of the schools in
the South Africa-free fund. 32 have
indicated that they want their portfolios reinvested by Dec 31,1993.
Despite Mandella's call for reinvestment. some people still advocate a more cautious approach.
"We should make cure that the
elections take place," philosophy
Professor Doug Allen said "A lot

of people are try ing to sabotage the
elections.
-The time to celebrate is when
elections are held •
Allen also said future investment should address the legacy of
apartheid. South Africa's legalized
policy separating whites and blacks
"What we should do is to prepare to invest in South Africa,especially as the ANC says,in areas that
are socially responsible," Allen said
Sullivan said he feels the board
hasn't given consideration to selective investment
"I would we some difficulty in
deiernumng hether company 'A is

good to South Africa or that company
'IV is had for South Africa,- he said.
"I think if one w nts to be socially responsible that they would guided hy the black leader,- Wells said.
Wells also said the policy can
easily he changed if the new ly elected goyernment doesn't follow
through in ending apartheid.
"Businesses are not going to
invest in South Africa tomorrow
he said
Allen said the move to dis est is
good.
"I see this as a positive step."
Allen said "1 also soe no need to
rush "

•Student senate

•Road to the Blaine House

Carroll discusses reform with Democrats
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Reinvesting in the state of
Maine is a top pnonty Rep Tkvn
Carroll said in a speech Monday
evening in the Tolman Lounge in
the \lemma! Union
Carroll's talk was sponsored
by the Uni.ersity Democrats as
pan of their "Road to the Blame
House- series
Carroll said he would work to
repeal about S240 n.dlion worth ot
sales tax exemptions and use the
money to reinvest in local protects
He cited projects such as the
lonesport-Beak cargo port and the
creation of a filtration system bus]the
Wess with a 560.11M1loan from
Finance Authonty of Maine as
examples of local initiative
As governor. he said he would
encourage small business investment throughout the state
"Let small businesses do it." he
said "We nerd to get them to reinPart of that reinvestment he
said, would he to rework education Canoll said he Mann to connect all tacetv of Mu,ati on. from
k ixiergarten thmugti the university and technical college s‘ sterns.
t.,cether
v

"Me number one export from
this state is our kids.- Carroll said
"It's the brain drain --- the. get on
1-95 and head out of state and hey-cr come has--k"
State gm emment would he resaid Layoffs
strustured.
dunng the past few years, he said,
have come trom the bottom -up. as
opposed to from the top-down
Camoll used the Department of
Human Sers ices hiring of an associate commissioner at 552,000
per year. w Me laying off ux,a1
workers and child protective workers, as an example
"552.000 hur, a whole lot of
case %sort for abused children and
abused spouses.- he said
All aspects of state government
will he examined Carroll's plan
would combine bureaus and departments
He said he would combine the
Department ofIn:and Fisheries and
Wildlife and the Department of
Marine Resoun:rs. and cross-train
the employees The move,he said.
would eliminate one layer of till-

By Ryan McKinney
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
to ens helmingly passed three
separate resolutions last night
dealing with issues concerning
the leasing of Cabin's Field by
the University of Maine to the
town of Orono for a public safe-

Don Carroll speaks to UMatne Democrats

new office ifhe is elected The office
°firmer-governmental relations. with
five people, would take people ex
perienced with munictrat. county .
traUCTai•
ment,and meet reg"If you have S5 for a program, and local govern
or
govern
the
with
ularly
you
started
get
you
and by the time
"I want to find out what's- haponly have $I left, you have a pmbpening in the real world.- he said
tern." he said
Ca roll said he has a,edge cc ei
:or
("ar-or ilvaigh. will estat •sh

Monday (Pa9e Phot°)

the other candidates for the MIMI natton — he currently manages an
-mess
ambulance bus
"Only one candidate in this race
still goes to work each day and
gees home each night.- he said
This expenence would also he

Sec CARROLI on page 4

topics
•Non-traditional students

List NTS topic presentation centers on loss
3,part of the \ Traditional
sp
. Topics program
Student,
Hunt presented many examples
from the obvious, such a,
Dealing with the break -ur of a of loss,
--lusting
ins
the less ob.
to
death,
dealing
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a
same
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re4ationshtp is
ng after
returni
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These losses are dealt with the same
of Kathryn Hunt's. M FAt presentaway as a breakup
al
Mem,Yn
the
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ay
Yesterd
tion
Hunt spoke of the obvious feelthe
with
,
work
Union Hunt, who
ot pain.depression and sadness.
ing
Health 1-Aix-anon and Impact pmsaid there are ocher reactions,
but
spe
shirr
ce
substan
gram and is a
as feeling helpless ix fearful,
such
.
('eniez
ciatist at the Cutler Health

By Malcolm Smith
Staff Writer

Cabin's
Field issue
rages at GSS

along with other emotions She
spoke of losing concentration and
energy . explaining that the hods is
raining all ot it's rev Airce.. vnto
healing
She spoke of possible change,
in appetite.sleep patterns or sexual
drive. as well as a feeling of fatigue This is due to the mind being
a-rapped up in its own healing, die
said
Hunt added that if a person is
feeling these feelings now. but has

not exrenenced an obvious low
they may want to examine the recent past to see it there was a series
of small lovieK that have been overlooked
Citing the book "How to survive the Los's of a Love.- Hunt
spoke of three distinct but overlapping wages Iliev are shoi kxienial
numbness, fear anger depres,ior.
and understanding acceptance mid
Set NTS on page 4

ty complex.
Tbe rwolutions stem from
the UMaine board of truslees.
approval to allow an Orono police and fire department to be
huih in the area that faces Part
Place apartments and Geddy's.
-solution
The GSS passed a it
eerher this semester opposing
the ccinstructioe of the building
unless the university received
fair malice% value for the land
The current propored :ease calls
for the university to motive SI
per y-ear on a ctg year lease. The
resolutions passed last right seek
to send a stronget message
against the cxxnplex. The town
of Orono is holding a public
hearing on this issue nest Monday night at the Keith Anderson
Crimmunit HOWE
The first resolution passed
by a 21-2-1 margin. essentially
opposes the elimination of
1"NIsine s Department of Public Safety should Otono's pub1k safety building be constructed in Cabin's Field The resolution also requests that the colate5y Trianonshir which exis
between l'Maine and °moo's
department of public safety
would not change. The GSS
plans on communicating its
views to UMaine President Fred
Hutchinson
few servatccs expressed
See GSS on page 4
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•Homeless death in France

By Yolanda
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another homeless man to death.
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show
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uncover
been
No e% idence has
ators, who spoke on condition
investig
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45.
they had befriended to kill Pierre Boura.

of anonymity
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the kids were manipulated '
stopped.
be
must
Liberation. "These stupid claims
not have realized the seriousness of the
Autopsy results indicated the children might
injuries they inflicted, officials said
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lhe examination showed Kura was still alive when the
of internal bleeding, officials said
died
Boura
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was
hr
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overnigh
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other
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Boura was first attacked by
say. The initial police report said at
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least one of the men told the children to finish the job
dead leaves,filled the front pages
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•Christmas a little early

US pledges additional
$150 million to Bosnia

3

AUBURN, Man
Department of HUM
Madison lumber cor
to withhold more tha
to a contractor who
The civil action is d
pursued in Maine Sul
rant Anorne General
The law-suit nail
Grandson's Lumber

slav republic. to 10
He said the United States was also prepared to begin
and
flights to Tuna in eastern Bosnia but said Bosnian Serbs
Croats had made that impossible by keeping the airport
•
closed
This Minter the snows ha-cc come early to Bosnia and
the humanitarian ,71•16 has deepened.** Christopher said
Floss e% er. Christopher did not threaten a N All)military
that
assault against the Serbs after basing said in August
impeded
were
ts
shipmen
relief
it
result
,:ould he the

•Continued conflict

Israeli army wounds
•Death requests
56 in Gaza Strip unrest •Drug lord family on the run
lum Netherlands liberalizes
asy
es
KHAN Y1 NIS. Occupied
deni
y
man
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PEI
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Angered hy Israeli army attacks
4 Hawks.
euthanasia policy week
Palestinians blocked roads Tuesday and threw request by Escobar
the
in
poi&
56
wounded
and
'F... Netherlands(API — After
at soldiers. who fired hack
API

ha. fatal-,''.outh most-mem
.
Prime Minister litzhalk Rabin. who was in Paris today
said he rec--.-ried !he ,,TTA i,t,he, w oh kraf at s followers
the
He %. ec; to press ahead with talks on implementing
Palestinian autonomy accord, while conceding that opposiians
tion to the peace process was increasing among Palestin
and Israelis alike
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....As
uora unrest since the signing kit the PLO-Israel peace accord
The simmering rebellion of young militants threatened
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reportedly at an impasse
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Fault Hawks, military wing of Arafat's laiah faction
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Staff Writer

•DHS lawsu

Row,. Ap,_ TheClintonadministrationlueslay contributed an additional $150 million in winter
aid to Bosnia's battered cis Mans but withheld any
threat of military help,claiming their situation has imposed
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• Pro-apartheid leaders want to
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• Netherlands enacts liberalized
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The wife of fugiB(W4IiT A. Colombia I API
!Ise drug lord Pablo Escobar, threatened by a paramilitary group and retected in her request for asylum
in(iennany . is pleading for any country to grant her family
safe bases
hace
"Our hies are in danger in t'oionitsia and we don•t
of our ene
the ability to protest outsets es In%m the es II
flues... 5, iciona Escobar said in an appeal camed h local

a

media Tuesday
Mrs Escobar her 9-year-old daughter and teen-age son
fled('ok•mlaia on Saturday to escape a clandestine paramilitary group that has been killing Escobar' associates
The 1:1M11% sough, asylum in Germany after Colombia's prosecutor general said he would reino% c their go'. guards to pressure scohar to surrender Rut
CTTIMCM
German% relected their appeal for political asylum arid
,r• " '
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•Maine is 'junkie heaven'
•Women in the Curriculum

Man pleads guilty to
Success in comedy is no
laughing matter for women prescription drug crime
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
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It's hard to be an actor, it's harder to be
a comedian, but it's even harder for a
woman to be a fine comedian, Sandra
Hardy,associate professor oftheater,said
Hardy was yesterday's speaker at the
Women in the Curriculum Luncheon Series titled "Women and Comedy."
Women have difficulty with weedy,due
to their concern with appearance rather than
content_ Comedy tioesn't allow you to he
inteirstrxi in your appearance, Hardy said.
Women feel their appearance is never
perfect for whatever reason. They, along
with every other acting student, must learn
that all they have as a tool is themselves.
They must learn that it's OK to be yourself, Hardy said.
Accompanying Hardy were actors who
performed several scenes depicting comedy written for women.
Melanie Bromson portrayed Jane, a
psychiatrist with problems of her own in a
'tienuty Crisis.- Johanna King was Sally, a southern belle in "Star Bangled
Kerry Campbell was Charlotte, a person
undergoing therapy in "Beyond Therapy." Deborah Eli was Arlie, a women in
jail in -Getting Out"
Hardy said the one thing about comedy is that it's honest. Society at times has

a hard time dealing with the truth. Women
find it hard to be truthful being themselves,
either by being subservient or by being
helpless Many writers of comedy write
rules for women that are these stereotypical ones, Hardy said.
Comedy at times is also blunt, using
language which isn't always deemed "ladylike." Women at times find this difficult
because society expects women to be "lady
like," Hardy said.
In recent years there has been a rise in
the amount offemale comedians.There are
some actors who were not so successful at
acting but who make fine comedians such
as Candice Bergen of "Murphy Brown,"
Hardy said. This is due to playwrights
writing more parts for women.
-Comedy has the most serious criticism to make about our society. It's important that we listen to comedy. It tells us
everything about our culture," Hardy said.
lhe next Women in the Curriculum
Program Luncheon Series is titled "Jewish
Women in Poland: Fifty Years after the
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising "The lecture will
be given by Erica Narielhaft.Ph.D student
in Holocaust Studies at BrancEns University and Ruth Nadelhafl, director of the
honors program and professor of English.
The lecture takes place on Wednesday,
Dec. !I, at 12:15 a.m. in the Bangor Lounge
of the Memorial Union

prison and a $.10,000 fine on each of five
drug counts
In 1986, Krekorian was featured in a
Portland newspaper story about prescnption-drug abuse
He said that Maine was an easy place to get
prescription drugs because pharnisists were
easy to deceive and di LOWS were unsuspecting.
"It's ajunkie heaven up lucre," Krekorian said "If you want to be:junkie,come to

A Portland
BANGOR, Maine (AP!
inan who once proclaimed that Maine was
"a junkie's heaven" has pleaded guilty to
prescription drug-related crimes
Gary: P. Krekorian,41, pleaded guilty in
federal court Monday to conspinng and
obtaining prescription drugs by deception
from pharmacies in Bangor,Bar Harbor and
Greenville.
Prosecutors said Krekorian forged the
signatures of several doctors to obtain morphine and methadone for fictitious patients.
Krekonan, who has several prior convictions for prescription drug- related cnmes,
faces a maximum sentence of four years in

Maine ''
Assistant U.S. Attorney George Dilworth
said the investigation into Krekorian's activities first started in York County and then
moved to other areas of the state

•Asleep at the wheel

•DHS lawsuit

Manslaughter charges
saught in quadruple fatal
PORT1.AND. Maine (AP) -- A grznd
jury will be asked next week to indict a
Pennsylvania trucker on manslaughter charges in a highway- crash that claimed the lives
of four teen-agers.
"I don't know what i the grand jury)
will do with it I'll give them what I've got
and we'll see," Cumberland County Assistant District Attorney Dana Lalibene
said Monday
The grand jury is expected to hear evidence next week about the accident, which
occurred on the night of Oct. 10 near the

Falmouth exit of the Maine Turnpike
A state police investigation concluded
that the truck driver. Robert C Hornbarger
of Clean ilk. Pa., had "nodded off the
night his ng slammed into a disabled car
carrying ti% e people from the Lew iston area.
a spokesman for the state Public Safety
Department said Tuesday.
Stephen McCausland stopped short of
saying liornharger was asleep, but said he
was exhausted because he had very little
sleep since leasing Pennsy Ivania On the
morning of the precious day

State sues lumber company over
child support wage withholding
The state
AUBURN, Maine (API
Department of Human Services is suing a
Madison lumber company, saying it failed
to withhold more than S10,000 in pay ments
to a contractor who owes back child support.
The civil action is the second ofits kind tribe
pursued in Maine Superior Court, said A..ststant tbooies General Raymond E. Ritchie
The lawsuit named E. McCarthy and
Grandson's Lumhenng Inc It contends that

Shirley Schneider
700 Mt Hope Ave Bld 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781

the company "failed, ref used or neglected''
to withhold $10,674 from pay ments to
Howard "Don" Hurd
The law suit also claims that the company failed to respond to a withhold order
issued in 1991
But Carolyn McCarthy. president of the
family lumber and log-hauling business,
said that she did contact OHS after receising
the order.

Betsy Schneider
194 Main Street
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
667-4446
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December 1,2,3
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GSS
suspicion that I Alame would eliminate its
own Public Safety department should the
tow n of Orono s be built on um% emit pi-open!. Many senators, including off-campus
senator Jennifer Perkins. simply do not want
the structure there
"I think the fact the need a new police
station is wonderful but I don't think it OW
responsibility to provide that.- Perkins said
-I don't care if the town of Orono can't find
another place for it
Another resolution passed.sponsored by
Perkins. asks committee's of Student Government to research and report on the ensironmental effects of the proposed building.
•
to attend Orono s public hearing and to
assist in contacting as many students as
possible about the issue and receis e petition
signatures opposing the complex
A third resolution gts es the Community
I nification Committee of Student Gosemrnent a nght to take an official stand against
the leasing of Cabin's Field and to express
disgust at L'Maine for not seeking the opinions of students beforehand
We felt the Ur11%eTNI shouldn't take
steps so quickly without consent of the student hotly committee chair Don Clark said
Despite all of the furor in opposing the
Orono public safety complex. not all members of Student Government are opposed to
the structure [Maine student representatise
to the hoard of trustees. Bill Reed said a lot of
the fear senator's have may be uniustified
"I don't see in reality how it can change
anything.** Reed said after the meeting 'They
Orono Police) already sit at Geddy'sandal
what used to he Chip's, and they'll continue
to sit anywhere t`sey please
Reed said a maim beneficial factor would

result in fire safety He said that since about
90 percent of the Orono Fire Department
calls come from campus. accessibility to the
campus would he easier arid much safer
rather than &is ing all the way through Orono.
V•.hen asked if the complex was going to he
a reality . Reed said he didn't think the town
would spend the upwards of S2 million
required for the building and that since wetlands are located close by . ens ironmental
aspects will be taken into account
Off-campus senator Jennifer Nietsche is
in favor of the construction of the Orono
public safety c,•mplex She said she is concerned about the safety of students on campus
and since so many students are in a concentrated area. they need more police protection
"I lease the library between 11 and midnight at least four times a week and I've
nes er seen a public safety person around,"
Nietsche said,
She also expressed concern about the
need for backup for 'Maine's Public Safety
and with the construction of the complex in
Cabin*s Field,Orono would be able toarnse
at a scene in time to help
Nietsche criticized senators after the
meeting who were so adamant against the
complex and questioned some of the motives used to oppose it She spoke of her 19year-old cousin who didn't make it home
one night because of driving drunk and
wondered if things would have been different had he been stopped by the police. She
said that senators should stop trying to hide
the reasons they don't want the police station there
"Students are not responsible enough
not to dnse drunk and that's why they don't
want the cops there," Nietsche said

Carroll
translated into the state budget process Caras
roll said the first bill he would submit
new budget proestablish
would
gosemor
cedures
"We're a multi-million dollar corporathe
tion and w e has e no plan," he said "With
budget. we has e a two year guess Lately.
it's teen a six month guess"
When asked about former Gov Joe Brennan's call for party unity meetings by Student Gosemrnent President Collin Worster.
Carroll denounced Brennan's tactics.
"I wonder what Brennan's plan is for
Maine," he said 'The tinie for unity is w hen
we elect the next gosemor

Talking about his busy schedule. Carroll
said little time could be left for meetings
"Right now. I'm open between 1 am
and 4 a.m.." he said, drawing laughter from
the room
Bnnging trust and truth back to state
government are two goals Carroll hopes to
bring back to state government.
'Those are tint *T' words it's okay to
talk about.** he said
C'arroll also said that Maine people need
to be ins igorated again to solve problems.
"Maine people have a spint and enthusiasm unmatched in this country and any other
country I've been in recently." he said
from page 1

NTS
moving on. These stages are a necessary and
natural part of the healing process. Hunt said
The greater the loss, the more intense these
feelings may be, ard may take longer to get
0% er She added that healing has no time table.
Hunt equated loss with being hit by a CM.
and said that people must allow themselves
time to heal, just as they would if they had
Peer in a phy sical accident
She suggested that people talk to friends,
and seek out people that w ill listen
She warned that healing does not go in a
straight line but rig -zags all around, and that
it is normal to feel acceptance one day, but to
feel other feelings another day

Hunt said that if a person is feeling suicidal and depressed. and this feeling is not going
away, they should seek help She listed
several resources, including the II Maine
Counseling Center at 1-1392, arid the Help
Line at 1- 4020. She also suggested speaking
to the clergy on campus
"It's going to be OK, you're going to
survive." Hunt said
This was the final NTS Topic for the
semester Coordinator Tracey O'Connell said
that she was pleased with the series, which
originated this semester She said the Se
will return next semester, and new topic,
already being discussed.

•Seminary sex

Friars abused boys at seminary
of financial probGOLETA.Calif.(AP)— For more than when it closed because
two decades. Roman Catholic priests sexu- lems
So far, 14 boys, mostly teen-agers, have
ally abused boys aged 7 to 16 at a boarding
identified as s looms.
been
school in a Santa Barbara seminary, a panel
"The abuse perpetrated by ow own brothorganized by a Franciscan order concluded
is truly
A board of inquiry for the St Barbara ers on the victims and their families
P Chinruci,
Province of the Franciscan Order said Mon- horrific," said the Rev Joseph
Province of
day that 12 pnests engaged in nude games. minister of the Oakland-based
ans in
fondling and other sex acts with students at St Barbara and leader of Francisc
states
Western
en
ses
to
1987,
1964
from
s
Seminary
St Anthony'
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For some its just a job .
for others its just another
product....
At Rooster Brother.
Coffee is our Passion.
We carefully evaluate green
coffee from all over the world.
Then we roast it to perfection
every day. making ours the
freshest, most flavorful
coffee youll find
anywhere.
We're so sure you'll love
our coffee, well gladly
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By Brian S. Ttto
ulunteer Writer
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WMEB offers musical alternative for local listeners
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By Brian S. Thompson
Volunteer Writer
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Mix a little bit of jau and folk, add a
healthy dose of alternative and a dash ofska
Top it all off with some campus news and
you have the recipe for the University of
Maine's radio station, WMEB.
With a 24-hour schedule, WMEB is cornpletely student run and staffed. The station
has a format of mostly alternative music.
Ryan l'oppan. WMEB's music director,
is in charge of selecting what compact discs
and records get played Record companies
are constantly sending the station new music.
"It's like Christmas in here every morning," Toppan said, describing the amount of
music and promotional items he receives

new music and to hold back on playing more
established artists.
"A function of college radio is to build
these bands and there comes a time when
these bands need to be cut off." Toppan said
Pat Myers,a DJ for WMFB,said the bin
system isn't restrictive, but more established
bands pull in listeners
"I try to play songs that have not been
heard on WMEB before," Myers said.
Sherry Pineau, who has a contemporary
folk show, said WMEB has something for
everyone. Pineau loves getting requests and
thinks the station has a definite core audience, as well as more transient listeners.
"I think some people flip by and stop
sometimes when they hear a song they like,"

Pineau said.
All Wsat WMEB are volunteers, trained
every day.
Federal Communications Commission
on
New CDs and vinyl go into the station's
policies. Much ofthe
library. Tapes are not played on WMEB and regulations and station
learning how to use
is
said,
Myers
training.
.
are often used as giveaways
Most of WMEB's schedule is broken the equipment.
"It's a technical rehearsal." Myers said.
into one or two-hour blocks of specific muWMEB also has a news department that
sic genres, such as reggae, jazz or metal
together a I minute broadcast which
puts
Durmusic.
e
alternativ
feature
blocks
Most
through Fnday at 5 p.m. The
Monday
airs
to
required
are
ing these blocks disc jockeys
of seven minutes ofcamplay CDs from three ditTerent bins: the red, broadcast consists
is devmed to national
rest
The
news
pus
blue and orange.
weather
The red bin contains mostly new alterna- news. sports and
"We want to do what students want to
tive music. Current bands in the red bin
Tasha Jamerson, WMEB's assistant
hear,"
Eight.
include Archers of Loaf and Five
news director. said.
Local bands are usually part of the red bin
Besides working in the news departThe blue bin contains alternative hands that
plays The Bee Gees and
are better known, while the orange bin con- ment, Jamerson
as one of the hosts of
People,
Village
made
has
which
music
e
alternativ
tains the
show.
disco
WMEB's
it. Bands like Soul Asylum and Smashing
-The programming around hen-'ms the
Pumpkins are in the orange bin_
Jamerson said
gamut."
push
to
y
philosoph
Inman said it's his

Don't worry, the transmitter's busted, but it
should get fixed Wednesday afternoon
— cross your antennae

Non Tr ditionat4Student

DJ and head librarian
Senior English major Pat Myers(Pat-in-the-hat), WMEB
(Boyd photo.)
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and decorations. If you
•'Tis the season for holiday art
or have a clue how
ons
decorati
have some unique
know. Call 581-1270.
to create some, we'd love to

ArtsFortun

By Pete LeathE

Ifiltates
new cn
the arts
scene:
In the Near Future:
Film: "And the Band Played Ott,"
offered by Peer Educators as pan of
tlMai ne's World AIDS Day observance,
Wednesday,Dec.1.7 p.m For location
and admission information, call 5814194
tlirkstmas Music: The Nutcracker." presented by the Bangor Symphony Orchestra and the Robinson Ballet
Theatre, Friday. Dec. 3 at 7:30 p m.:
Saturday . Dec 4 at 2 and 7:30p.m . and
Sunday,Dec . 5 at 3pm.Maince Center
for the Arts .Admission fee
Opera Musk: "(pera Scenes Performance," part of the l)epartment of
Music performance series. Saturday,
Dec 4. 7 p.m Pavillion Theater
Junior Recital: Saxophonist Tom
Kipfer. Saturday. Dec 4. 2 p m . 120
Lord Hall Free_
Junior Recital: Baritone Peter Jaiben Saturday. Dec 4, 4: 30 p m. 120
Lord Hall. Free.
Book Signing: Welch Everrnan,
pmfessor ofEnglish,signs his new hook
-Cult Horror Films," Monday. Dec 6,
11 am -1 p m. llitiversity Bookstore.

On-going arts and
entertainment:
A Sense of Place," a 1.;Maine Museum of Art exhibit. Nov. 4-Jan 17,
Hauck Auditonum Gallery. Memorial
Union.
-Culture Fest" A UMaine Museum of An exhibit,through Jan. 3 Fogler
Library exhibition cases
"Inuit Images Their Life Through
Their Art' a Hudson Museum exhibit
of contemporary. Inuit prints and cars'tugs. provides a look at the changes in
traditional life and the political. social
and economic issues that face Inuit people today, through March 13, Maine
Center for the Arts.
The Best of Center for Creative
Imaging." a UMairie Musearn of Art
exhibit through Dec 6 at the Carnegie
()idlers. Carnegie Hall.
Main in Biack arta White," a
Ulefaine Museum of Art exhibit,Oct laDec 1. Hole in the Wail Gallery. Mernonal 1 mon
"Call11,14S Past/Carnpu.s Future:CreLacritutional Mauating( ironeurrirry.
ning exhibit through early fall, Alumni
Hall
"The A n /wide. an exhibit of works
by survivors of childhood sexual abuse,
on display in the L'Maine Museum of
Art, Carnegie Hall. through January
TGIF Mink, every Friday. noon.
Bangor Loimge, Union
Movies from India every Monday.
6.30 p m., 101 Neville
• On-going arts and entenamment
we free unless otherwise noted

eadspins
By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
Stone Free
.4 Tribute To Jimi Hendri
Reprice
Jinn is back from the dead, this time in
the form of a tribute album Rarely does one
artist have such an overreaching effect on
the music world like limi did
On the whole tribute albums are a sloppy. one-take production appealing to only a
true tan of the tnhuted artist Such is not the
case with "Stone Free.- this latest tribute to
the late. great Ilensinx "Stone Free" offers
a taste of some ot today's ground-breaking
artists interspersed alongside past musicians
ho were greatly affected by the music of
one limi liendnx
Contributors include The Cure,Eric(lapion. Spin Doctors. Buddy Guy Body Count.
Seal and left Beck, Nigel Kennedy Pretenders.PM Dawn,Slash and Paul Rogers.
Belly, Living Colour, Pat Methney and
MAC C.
Fs en track has its own s an anon on the
Hendrix experience Some artists choose to
covet the original note for note, while other
s aria,ion
artists to% e the old tin"standards a

Out on Tape
Staff Writer
Disney, in the past, has been tattooed a
film company that puts out mos ies only to:
children Lately Disney has been pushing
aside the stereotype, as their films retain
their family %aloe, but muster other qualities that make their films worth-while for
all ages ''tuck Finn" is such an example
The Mark Twain novel, contains more
than Just a cute kid on a wild adventure, it
has a message about society and the way
we interact This message is very positive
and I was thoroughly impressed because
children will see this film, relate to the
young main character and hopefully leave
with a lesson in humanos
ocid The Good Son plass
Elijah
Huck Finn, a spirited and more than will
ing to-get into-trouble child lie shrugs oft
tradition, more interested in rafting down

The new movie
Michael Keaton an
well-worth spending
to watch.
Written and dim
did the movie "Gh
tear-jerker. If you I
love "My Life." Just
two boxes of Klerne
Bob Jones, playe
minal cancer and
past four months Hi
Kidman, is pregnant
a-id is hating a hard
with Bob. She dor.
he's going to Ilse a
being a single paren
Bob decides to to
film himself givingi
He wants his son to h
his father was like
thinks Bob gives 1
from music, shakim
ghetti, and shaving
that his mother may
again in the future a
him

Headspins

he would he proud of
The shinning moments in the album are
the tracks that do not directly copy the originals The Cure open the album with a warped
and demented version of "Purple Hare- that
places psychedela light on an old Heridni
tribute
staple Definitely one track to play often
Great music is accompanied by great photos like this one off the CD
Nigel Kennedy takes the most covered Hen
to Jim, Hendrix
dna tune "Fire- and creates a song of distortthe wall covers."Stone Free"ts a compilation
ed vision even Hendrix would enys Using has alreadt, made waves on commercial
that should not he overlooked Those Min
this
on
track
selling
a
he
will
and
radio
arrangestring
and
stolin, mandolin, loops
know Jimis work and those who haven't a
"1
up
ments. Kennedy landscapes a happy . oin in album Slash and Paul Rogers beef
can come together in the peace and kw
the
clue
do
and
'90s
the
for
Today
"
Live
a
Don't
Quite
song
rocking
the square dance
of the '60s to embrace "Stone Free
cloud
master Jimi Justice
ditterent texture from the original
All the artists add their unique touch to the and the Jima Hendrix experience through
P M Dawn place a mellow rap spin on
clams one could do mu
"You Got Me Moroni' "This song is a pop legend of this stellar performer "Stone Free' album For 15
king of feedback
the
tune that flows along and is easily one of the should he on the Chnstmas list of many a worse All hail
•
the
to
mel
beefed-up
From
the
fan
liendnx
compilathe
on
most radio-friendly tunes
See HEADSPINS on page
tion Eric Clapton's version of"Stone Free" lowed-out. to the near perfect cops to the off

By Mark Dehmlow

Staff Writer

the Mississippi than going to school In
general, your run-of-the-mill kid
Enjoying life, Hus-k goes about life bending slightly to the rules his family set. hut
making his own rules from time to time
until his abusive, alcoholic father returns
This is the beginning of Huck's problems
So. he takes his death and steals away with
his hest friend, a slave named Jim The only
problem is that Jim's departure occur's at
the same time of Huck's mock death and
the authorities think that Jim is a murderer
With Huck's help, Jim tries to run off to
Cayro. a place off the Mississippi where
slaves are free Now both a run -away slave
and a near to-cons incted murderer heiause
of societies ignorance at the time. Jim is a
vela wanted man Thus begins the adven
ture as they encounter many different char
acters on their tourries to Jim's freedom
1 really entoyed this mos ie On one
hand it is a really good adventure story

shout two friends and their escapades On
the other hand, it is a reaction to the world
around Mark Twain in the earls 20th cenfurs . the issue humanity against preuxbot.
a battle that we still fight in our generations
Huck Firm's character is great and tebut at
I In'able Huck is a non traditionalist,
the lame time has been reared t'ruder the
culture and rules that make up the United
States in the earls 1900s He has an Inner
what's
struggle that weighs his desire to do
the
right in his heart for his friend and
hit,
pressure to do what the world around
It is agreed by the end of the movie that
hes muse a group of people say and think
something is right. doesn't mean it is
I know it sounds like a %tors hook plot
and ending. and it is. but the messageis
take it
important and lam hopeful kids will
as
in and improve life in their generation.
we in ours strive to do the same
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Getthe Picture
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
rhe new movie "My Life.- starring
Michael Keaton and Nicole Kidman is
well -s orth spending a little hit of your life
to watch
Written and directed by the guys who
did the movie "Ghost," this is another
tear-jerker. If you liked "Ghost," you'll
love "My Life." Just make sure you bring
two boxes of Kleenex with you.
Bob Jones. played by Keaton, has terminal cancer and isn't expected to live
past four months. His wife Gail, played by
Kidman, is pregnant with their first child,
aid is has ing a hard time communicating
with Bob. She doesn't know how long
he's going to live and what to do about
being a single parent.
Bob decides to use his video camera to
film himself giving advice to his new son
He wants his son to have a feeling for what
his father was like and to know what he
thinks Bob gives advice on everything
from music, shaking hands, making spaghetti, and shaving to love and the fact
that his mother may want to get married
again in the future and that it is0 K with
him.

Keaton does an amazing job This is
definitely his best work to date For those
of you who can only imagine him as "Batman" or "Beetlejuice." you would really
enjoy him as a troubled guy with tough
decisions to make
Kidman does a fine job as well Her

Joel Rubin doesn't use any gimmicks to
make emotional points, he just sticks to
the truth Thele is no time wasted in belaboring a point -- once it's made,they move
on to the next emotion. Humor is used a lot
to lighten up the heavy moments,in which
case Keaton is hilarious

The audience did a lot of crying in the
theater I was in. Sniffing and blowing
and coughing could be heard throughout
the film as people were confronted with
issues they may be going through as
well...
performance during the birth of their son
is well done to the point where she's
yelling at Keaton to "Turn off that •uck in, camel al!" She is believable in her
moments ofcrying too,just as Demi Moore
was in "Ghost"
This is an honest movie The director.

The audience did a lot of crying in the
theater I was in. Sniffing and blowing and
coughing could be heard throughout the
film as people were confronted with issues they may be going through as well.
yet were never quite as honest about it as
the characters are in this mos le

"My Life" is basically Keaton's show
Most of the time we just see what it is that
he is videotaping, which is mostly himself
He handles the role with enthusiasm and
gusto. At one point in the film he goes to
ride on a rollercoaster, after not being on
one for 30 years because of fear. Of course,
he chooses the tallest one in L.A. called
"The Serpent." The filming of that scene
alone will make some people queasy.
I loved this movie. I've already seen it
twice and still go( a lot out of it. "My
Life." rumor has it, is actually based on
something that the screenwriters actually
went through Apparently,one of the writers thought that he was going to die, so he
went home and started taping himself talking to his family He recovered but kept
the idea to develop into a full length movie It is interesting that the movie is dedicated to the mother of the director Sandra
Rubin.
This film is a full price film without a
doubt. There's a lot of emotional moments,
so if you take a date with you, make sure you
grab some napkins at the popcorn counter to
blow your nose Try not to cry too loudly at
the end, but enjoy It This r00% Ie. Is not
depressing,it's uplifting See ''114.1 y I Ate" and
watch how it affects your life.
from page 7
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factor
bath
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conmoments
do" is one of the thinning
Where would popular culture be without U2
tamed within.
Shaine play a song called "Dream Town"
and from the opening chorda of the organ
one can tell why this song was one of the
most played singles in Europe. There is
better music out there
Zrazy places a dance heat to the flute to
annoy the hell out of any true club goer This
is the thmwaway track. The singer may be
"In Love with Mother Nature." but it is a
shame she is not in love with good taste.
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Straight Oatta Ireland
Volume 11
Scotti Bros
This is another in a list of compilations
that have been making their way. to the
commercial market in the last year The
twist to "Straight Outta Ireland"- Well. it
contains all Irish bands Go figure
This sampler,the second in what appears
to he a senes, combines some of the hest
signed and unsigned hands making their
name known in Ireland Some sings rock.
some songs are mellow,but all tt e songs are

and Sinead O'Connor' Program the ones
you like, and enjoy some good songs from
up-and-coming Irish artists There is hope
for Volume III

•

Get into the Christmas
Spirit with

The Muppet Christmas Carol

Wednesday Dec. 1st, 7pm
Neville Hall
Free
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Out of the stable
Mike McLaughlin

I've kept it hidden long enough I can't wear the facade
anymore It's time to come out and admit it I am a country
music fan.
Finally in my fourth year of college I have mustered up the
courage to reveal my true musical preference What a relief
Keeping this hidden up through the years has been a living hell to say the least
I remember the trauma I experienced when I attended my first class at this
university Dressed in my cowboy hat and boots. I bounded into the lecture hall
ready to rope up ms first herd of good grades What I found, staring hack at me.
was a class full of students dressed in tie-dyed Grateful Dead T-shirts Immediatehe
Is I realized that the mad ahead for me at this university would not completely
a happy trail All I could do a as stand there and offer a friendly "Ahhh...howdy"'
In my new pardners in academics.
have
From then i‘n I have been living a double life at UMaine. My semesters
could
I
that
so
morning,
the
in
bookstore
the
in
first
the
he
to
mg
has
of
consisted
bus the latest Garth Brooks and Travis Tntt tapes without being spotted. wearing
earphones in the litirars. hoping that others would not hear ms tunes and realize
my hidden preference, and of being subjected to. of all things. disco music at
Gedd.s s as I seamed to hear just one Billy Ray Cyrus riff
Speaking of Billy Ray this brings me to another had memory At about the
same time that -Achs Breaky Heart" was being played about use tunes es ery hour
on countrs radio stations acmss the country. I decided to go to the Ram's Flom
I
because I had heard that the people there enjoyed trying new styles of dancing
thought to myself. "Iles. I het they 'd he up for a little line dancing Wrong'
As I skillfully maneusered through the intrkate steps of the Achy Breaks.
suddenly out of the corner of ms ese I '..3% an oncoming fellow dancer and the
next thing I knew Wham'. I felt like I'd been hit bs a bull in the middle of a
rodeo Later, after ms achy broken nhs had mended. I found out that I had been
caught in the middle of a slam dancing session I decided to stick w ith the Boot
Scootin' Boogie and the Tush Push instead
Another frustration I have encountered on campus is in getting ms necessary
Jose of countrs music %ideals Evershosis prefers to watch MTV instead, which I
also decided to give a chance I tuned in to see some guy mumbling incoherent
lync while people put their feet on the side of his face I quickls determined that
I would rather not watch any videos than watch some twisted %croon of an Odor
Eaters ads ertisement set to music
That's all in the past. however. because I'm hack in the saddle and proud of it
I hope that this column encourages others to stop sitting on the fence and to admit
they are truly country music fans at heart In fact, in the future. we may see a
Countr. Music Awareness Week
Events for the week might include showings of "Flee Haw - in the l'nion and
several lectures on the proper uses of honks took tenninologs Students could add
words like "s 'all" and "twang- to their vocabularies
At the end of the week es ers-one could participate in a campfire %tell We could
all sit around and sing about how our girlfriends ran off with our hest friends. we
.nact lost ow robs, our houses burned down, our cars won't start and OUT dogs
deserted us for the mailman
Slur meLasghjin it a cenjor )01irry2/isin major who is at, he'd a little too PPliedt
Rortanza :his weekend
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•Hockey fans

No homecourt advantage
1..1V1ame hockey.it draw s a big crowd
which. Coach Shawn Walsh
people
of
and members of the team are constantly
quoted as saying, are some of the best
fans in the world, but are they really?
Tickets are tough to come by because
people enjoy seeing the 1993 NCAA Ice
Hockey Champions create magic on the
ice. You would think that those who did
manage to come by tickets, would feel
inspired enough to stay forthe vs hole game
It seems if either team achies es a big
enough lead, fans hail out Granted, it
prnbably doesn't have as much to do with
performance as it does the need to jump
in the car and get away from College
Avenue before the full flood of fans hit
the parking lots
nfortunately ,sometimes when the
team needs the fans the most,they seem
more concerned with beating the traffic.
It does not go unnoticed by the players
In particular. when UMaine faced

Boston 1 Uiversity for the first time this
season and BU pulled offa fifth goal with
only minutes to spare, the two-point Bt
lead was all the inspiration the traffic
beating fans needed to hit the road. Alfond
started to clear out as ifthe final buzzer had
gone off,or someone had planted a bomb
in the bleachers. Just when the team needed their adoring and supportive fans the
most,the fans were heading for the doors
There is no way the players miss the as
exodus,and its even niore doubtful that it
doesn't bother them in the least bit.
Those fortunate enough to attend the
games should be considerate enough to
stay long enough to cheer our team on to
victory,even if victory unfortunately does
not come It's a sorry state of affairs w hen
people seem more concerned with hearing the 50/50 raffle ticket numbers arki
getting out before the rush, than watching the game and cheenng the team on to
the sometimes, bitter end.(f1413)

•CMP

Bright lights, rightprice
'Tis the season for countless visits
to shopping malls, non-stop reruns of
"It's a Wonderful Life.- good will tow ard fellow man,and high electric bills.
The commercialization of Chnstmas has caused an increased flashing of
smiles among store owners dunng this
season and has greatly illuminated our
lives after dark thanks to the endless
strings of Christmas lights every u here.
Every town has its own Clark
Griswald(-hey y Chase)hanging lights
every- where, trying to make his house
the Star of 1)as id for his particular section of town
These people can thank God tor
Christmas and tor the Public Utilities
Commission I Pt V) Through the ef forts of this commission. Central Maine

Power is being forced to reevaluate
where a huge source of res enue will
come from. No longer will CMP have
the ability to boost rates to a level the
want. The rate hike granted to CMP h)
the commission is only 30 percent of
what it %vas after.
The NJ(' believes that savings car
he made through restructunng CMP
Included in this restructunng will tie
price flexibility with caps on rates.
An internal focus will take place
within CMP by being denied the power
to increase rates to the les el that it de
sired
This forced self-analysis will
future rate mows to sers e a Aelkiefined
rurp.)se instead of use in non essential
areas within the compans DMG
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1
Maine Outing Club • Skill Seminar - Climbing Wall Introduction
l
• all are welcome!• 7:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memoria
Union.
rs
Ecumenical Bible Study • With four Orono campus ministe
•1912 Room, Memorial Union • 12:15-1:00 p.m.• Every
Wednesday.
Room,
Chess Club • Every Wednesday • 6:30-11:00 p.m.• FFA
.
welcome
are
Memorial Union • All chess players
Gamer's Guild • Every Wednesday •6:00 p.m.• 310 Stevens
Hall • For more information call Marc at 581-6622.
p.m.
College Republicans• Meeting every Wednesday •5:00
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • For more information
call Karen Williams at 581-7746.
Black Sear Mountain Bikers• Group rides• Every Tuesday and
VvecInesday • 3:00 p.m.•Starts at Hilltop Field • All are
welcome.
Cafes con lee4 • L\ non-profit café in Hart Hall welcomes you!
• -lours are: 7 p.m. til midnight Monday-Friday
• 9 p.m. til midnight weekends.
Soup Kitchen • Black beans and marinated vegetables on
rice • Nightly vegetarian meals are served with salad,
fruit, yogurt. coft....e, tea and juice • All you can eat for
$4.25•5:00-6:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Daily Mass • 4:45 p.m.•at the Newman Center.
Fernald Snack Dar• Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
• Wednesday's Express Special: One of BarBar's Breaded
Stuffed Chicken (Gorman bleu or broccoli and cheese)
served with rice pilaf and a medium drink - $3.50.
Women's Center Meeting • Anyone interested in actively working
on feminist issues is welcome!• Every Wednesday
•12 Noon • Peabody Lounge. Memorial Union • For more
information contact Karen Dolan at 581-1420.

University of Maine Women's Ice Hockey • Maine
• 7:10 p.m.• Alfond Arena • F rre

V5. Bowdoin

Outdoor
Lunch Time Adventure Lecture Series•" Buying
tech gear
high
new
of
Equipment"• The outdoors is full
where and
on
what,
tips
with
• Find out what really works
•
Sponsored
Union
l
Memoria
why.• 12:00 noon • FFA Room,
•
more
For
public
the
to
open
and
by Maine Bound • Free
4.
581-179
:
information call
d
The Study Skills Program • A series of 1 hour seminars designe
learning
your
of
variety
a
ng
on
improvi
tips
helpful
offer
to
skills•3:15 p.m.• Totman Room, Memorial Union • Every
Wednesday.
from
American Indians at the University of Maine• Drummers
p.m.
6:00
•
singing
ng
and
Indian Island will be drummi
• In the recreation room, basement of the Doris Twitchell
Allen Community Center.

World AIDS Day
Theme: Time to Act!
:0-spone,orui* the Health Impact Group. Easte-i,Mane AIDS network.
SHARE, UM Peer Educator,. and Delta Zeta 5oronty.
Stamp,
Information table in the Union •get your Aids Awareness
.
Ribbons
Red
Cards,
Pledge
Sex
Safer
s,
Sex Package
Safer
)
($2.00
Chains
Key
Condom
es.
and
resourc
info
S
HIV/AID
with
Presentation:"The Second Decade: Words Vs. Actions"•
p.m.
30
the Eastern Maine AIDS Network • 12:15 a.m.-1:
• North and South Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Played On"
Peer Educator Share Program • Movie- "And the Band
the
to
open
and
• 7:00 p.m.• 100 Neville Hall• Free

people from
please note: the Names Project Quilt, representing
on display
be
will
AIDS,
of
result
a
as
Maine who have died
for
Ahead"
Looking
4.
page
See
3,15.
13,'
December
more details.
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for t)ie
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Maine Outi
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Intervarelt
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call

Daily Mast
Pre-Law Society • 7:00 p.m.• All are welcome • Peabody Lounge,
Memorial Union.
9 to 5 National Association of Working Women • Coffee and
ation for Support Staff Women •11:30 a.m. .
t-onvers
1:30 p.m.• Woman's Resource Center•101 Fernald Hall
• For more information call 581-1508.
Working Women In Maine • With speaker: Linda Noble, Co-chair
of the Maine Chapter of 9 to 5, The National Association
of Working Women • Discussion on a variety of topics of
interest•4:30 p.m.• Bangor Lounge. Memorial Union
•Sponsored by the Woman's Resource Center• For more
inf—ration contact, 581-1508.
Black Bear Mountain Bikers• Special meeting and wheel
repair workshop• All are welcome!•6:30 p.m.
• Lowne Room, Memorial Union.

Fernald Sr
bre
Exr
grii

Live musk
•a

University
•

Universit)

Univerist,

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2
Cross-Country Ski Club Meeting •6:30-7:30 p.m.• North Lown
Room , Memorial Union • For more information call 5817648.
Socialist and Marxist Studies Lunch Series •"Understanding
Terrorism: The Sikhs and India"• Speaker: Cynthia
Mahmood, Professor of Anthropology
• 12:20-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies
interdisciplinary Concentration, MPAC, the Memorial
Union, and the College of Arts and Humanities.

Gaily Mass • 4:45 p.m.• at the Newman Center.
American Indians at the University of Maine • This week's
meeting will be held on Wednesday • Please see the
bulletin located under Wednesday December 1,1993.
Hour 6:30 Wilde Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club• Social
Louge
n
Sutto
ng
•
meeti
l
genera
7:00 p.m •7:00 p.m.
• 7:00
Thursday Night Movie and Music at the Rsm'e Horn
movie "A River Runs Through It"• Live band Tripping Sun
with special guests• Free.

The Union Board Meetings • 7:00 p.m.• Peabody Lounge,
Memorial Union • Every Thursday• All are welcome.
Non-Traditional Students(NTS)Coffee Hour• Every Thursday
• meet other non-traditional students, relax and enjoy
each other's company • 3:15 p.m.• Nutter/Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union • Co-sponsored by Multicultural
and Special Programs, Center for Student Services.
for
Fernald Snack Bar • Located in the Fernald Snack Bar
day
•
Thurs
p.m.
-2:00
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m.
's
today
for
ahead
call
ss,
Expresso Special-An open expre
call 581-1404.

Memorial
Circle K• Every Thursday•6:30 p.m.• Totrnan Room,
Union.
day •6:00 p.m.
East-West Campus Area Board • Every Thurs
• Woolley Room, PTA‘, • work on east/west campus
call
projects• All are welcome •for more information
James at 581-8455.
Union (Look for the
Circle K meeting •6:30 p.m.• In the Memorial
me.
welco
are
All
•
r)
banne
blue Circle K

eh arid
Soup Kitchen • Cabbage stuffed with Rice, Temp
with
served
Vegetables • Nightly vegetarian meals are
eat
can
you
All
•
.
salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices
ial
Memor
e,
Yanke
for $4.25•5:00 -6:30 p.m.• Damn

Sandy Caron
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility • with
• 7:00 p.m. • main lounge, Adroscoggin Hall
skits
• athletes from all sports will be performing
relating to sex matters

Union.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3
Snowshoe/Ski in UMO Forest
Maine Outing Club • Afternoon Hike/
ation call 581-HIKE.
inform
more
For
• All are welcome •
Friday night•7:00 p.m.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship • Every
For more information
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union •
Travis at 866-2673.
call Scott at 827-5742 or Mari and
an Center.
Daily Mass•4:45 p.m.• at the Newm
in the Fernald Snack Bar for
Fernald Snack Bar• Located
a.m. -2:00 p.m.• Friday
7:00
breakfast arid lunch •
ss (often sandwich, sub or
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to place a take out order.
or
's
today
for
grinder) call ahead
s•"folkabilly blues"•8:00 p.m.
Live music with The Killer Green
$2.
• 3t the Ram's Horn • Admission:
Hockey ‘..s Northeastern
University of Maine Men's Ice
r • etT,
•
Basketball • Cardinal Varsity Club
University of Maine Men's
na State, W. Illinois)
,
Jassic(Ball State Maine, S. Caroli
a.
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cie,
‘11Mun
•600 p.m.•
tball vs. Long Island • in the
Univeristy of Maine Women's Baske
p.m.• Orono.
Dead R1‘,•er C.ompany Tip-off Classic •8:00

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4
Sarvuer Mountain
Maine Outing Club • Winter Hike in Acadia - et.
call 581-HIKE.
ation
inform
more
For
• All are welcome •
all day long • Peace.
The Search for Generation X"• LIVE MUSIC
ing: The Killer
love, and the legalization of Hemp• Featur
Band,
Greens, Wheels of Change, the Sean and Adam
's,
Skinny
The
Sun,
ng
Trippi
Face',
Your
In
ecy,
Proph
•
Horn
Ram's
Memphis Soul Stew, and more?• at the
1:00 p.m -1:00 a.m.• Free!
Northeastern
University of Maine Men's Ice Hockey vs.
•7:00 p.m.• raBoston.
mined/ Northeastern
University of Maine Women and Men's Swim
• 3:00 p.m
Cardinal Varsity Club
University of Maine Men's Basketball•
, W. Illinois)
Classic(Ball State, Maine, S. Carolina State
•8:00 p.m • VIIMuncie, Indiana.
• in the Dead River
Univeristy of Maine Women's basketball
Consolation game
p.m.
6:00
•
c
Company Tip-off Classi
Orono
•
Game
ip
ionsh
•8:00 p.m. Champ
• Pavilion Theatre
Opera Scenes Performance •7:00 p.m.
of Music.
• Brought to you by the Department
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a light ,upper• Open t
Worship and Celebration •followed by

all

ay.
•%Allison Center • 5:00 p.m.• Every Sund

•School of 111

Unive

Coaltion (5EAC)• Make a
Student Environmental Action
Totman Lounge • Every
difference today •5:00 p.m •
Tuesday.

9:30 a.m. Mass at the
Newman Center Worship Schedule •
at the Memorial Union
Mass
Newman Center • 11:15 a.m.
ment•6:15 p.m.
oint
*app
or
s,
•5:30 p.m. Confession
r.
Cente
an
Mass at the Newm
are interested are welcome
UM Amateur Radio Club • All who
basement of Merrill
• Every Sunday • 1:00 p.m.• In the
Hall.

Beans en
and
Soup Kitchen • Red Beans, Rice
meals are served with
Casserole • Nightly vegetarian
juices.• All you can
salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and
• Damn Yankee.
eat for $4.25•5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
Memorial Union.

day•6:00 p.m.• 107 New
General Student Senate• Every Tues
Corbett• All students welcome.

utdoor Track• Blue vs.
University of Maine Woman's Indoor/O
White •5:00 p.m.• Fieldhouse, Orono.

the Fernald Snack Bar for
Fernald Snack Bar• Located in
-2:00 p.m.• Tuesday
breakf3st and lunch • 7:00 a.m.
Mexican entree.
Express Special- An alternating

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6
t; Stroganoff • Nightly
Soup Kitchen • Mushrooms and Bear
, fruit, yogurt,
vegetarian meals are served with salad
for $4.25•5:00
coffee, tea and juices• All you can eat
Union.
6:30 p.m.•Damn Yankee, Memorial
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To the Editor:
Recent coverage of a nursing student's
attempts to complete her college education left out some important information
including a
As a result, some people
group of staff members from a local school
were given the impression that both
EMMC and the University of Maine were
cavalier about the safeguards each maintains to protect the health, safety and welfare of the public This perception is absolutely mistaken and needs correction.
First, some background is needed At
the university, academically qualified students choose for themselves which programs of study they wish to pursue University faculty and staff provide advice to
students about the academic and professional opportunities and obstacles that
might be encountered as they progress
through a program Students are also advised as to the university's expectations
and conditions of participation, depending
on the program of study andlor the indi-

vidual student
These conditions and stipulations are
applicable in the case of Yvonne Mazerolle. Ms. Mazer°Ile was enrolled as a
student in the university's School of Nursing prior to her 1991 conviction for grass
sexual misconduct. Following her conviction and completion of her court-ordered
Intensive Supervision Program, Ms. Mazemlle sought to continue her education
with the intent of eventually earning a
Bachelor of Science degree in nursing.
Because of Mi. MazeroIle's conviction
and the nature of her academic program,
the nursing school faculty discussed whether it would he appropriate to allow her to
take part in certain required courses involving student nursing activities. Those
discussions were followed by a thorough
review of the matter, involving nursing
school faculty, the college dean and his
associates, and my self
As a result of that review, it was decided that Ms. Mazemlle may attempt to take
part in student nursing experiences -- bu

only under a specific set of conditions designed to protect the health, safety and
welfare of all with whom she had contact
One of those conditions was that all health
care facilities where she hoped to do her
student nursing had to be given prior notification of her conviction. This condition
would allow a health care facility to deny
do
her clinical placement if it wanted to
so, a right EMMC recently exercised.
The conditions set forth for Ms Mazerolle by the university contain sufficient
safeguards to ensure that no hospital or
health care agency could accept Ms Ma
full
ut
witho
nt
stude
ng
zerolle as a nursi
knowledge of her conviction. Furthersumore, those conditions provide proper
pervision in all situations that could conceivably allow for inappropriate conduct
with others. At no point would the university allow Ms. Mazemlle to enter into
any clinical experience without the health
care facility's prior knowledge and al reement.
Whether she is allowed to conduct her

clinical work at a healthcare facility is not
the decision of the university; that decision rests with the facility alone.'The university's role is to provide the education
n
and relevant conditions for participatio
for its students.
Throughout Ms Marerolle's participation in the nursing program, faculty and
administrators have reminded her that neie
ther they nor the university can ensur
student nursing opportunities, licensing,
or employment after graduation. Nonetheless, Ms Mazemlle has decided to remain
in the academic program, which is her
right. Unfortunately, lost in the news coverage of Ms Mazerolle's recent appearance was the fact that these important conditions exist to protect the health and safet
ty of the community, as well as to protec
siuniver
the
and
C
EMM
of
the integrity
ty's academic programs. I hope this letter
sets the record straight.
Dr. Lea Accord
Director. School of Nursing
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group, she was turned down because
er.
didn't meet the criteria of a sex offend
One more bit of obvious fact is the
In response to the articles written by
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re and to protect
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and the court proceedings against
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l their reputation This investigatio
Mazerolle, let's say that the whole ordea
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than
has been nothing more
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facts
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Persuasive and eloquent, you are fiercely
independent in nature With a tendency to
ode roughshod over boring tradition, you
are a born gambler who may sometimes be
slightly too eager to burn bridges behind
you. If the gambles you take don't pay off
big, your challenge is to start over, as you
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TAURUS(April IS - May II): A clear
vision gives you a tremendous advantage
oser the competition. Use your insight to
blast through obstacles which baffle the
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ARIES(March 21. April 19): Rumors
that are making the rounds are probably
Inaccurate. but they raise serious questions,
nes enheless. Hidden matters come to light.
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ENIIN I(May 21 - June 20): A chance
encounter %4 ith an old friend or lover stirs
up only good memories of days gone by A
sign that you've made great progress'

GEMINI (May 2
associate's shallow NI
Is not so much flatto
Keep the relationship
le% el

CANCER(June 21 -July 22): An overlooked detail can cause surprising problems now To err is human Close friends
see past your faults and accept you are you
are A good time to make plans.

CANCER (June :
of your best Decemb
ters Sagittarius, bring
mony and ease Peopl

LE(/ (July 23- Aug. 22): Work? An
intnguing concept. perhaps, but who has
time for it today? Make the most of a luaunously lazy, self-indulgent day.
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sou for creative inpt
Sey your emotions o
now.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Friends
raise interesting issues, as casual discussions take on a more serious tone Vague
goals begin to take definite shape
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on your mind as the days grow colder Impical aisles beckon Make plans for an es
cape Also, an issue from your pas( needs
your attention
SCORPIO(Oct. 23. Nos. 21): NOV: is
not the lime to make long range plans such
as weddings or % axations. as they will ultimately go %OUT Instead, think about it things
seriously — is it really in your best inter-

is bliss.
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Restlessness is a constant in your life,
suggesting an eagerness to experience all
the world has to offer Your career path
may reflect conflicting or misdirected ideals. Better organize your affairs helps you
unite otherwise scattered energies. Fame
could he pan of your future.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): An
unspoken agreement has been reached
do
among co-workers: no one wants to
anything that resembles work A lazy harmonious day
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Man dies under tons
of grass seed

•Waste dispute

JUNCTION(iii,Ore.(AP) - A farm
worker suffocated when tons of grass seed
buried him in a 20-fool-high storage bin
Dennis I Thomas Jr.. 22. of Eugene.
died Monday after jumping into the bin to
said.
Re- help the seed drain, authorities
Gray is one ol 21 core members of
in around him and fellow
caved
seed
The
enacted
gional Waste Systems that have
their farm employees and rescue workers were
ordinances promising the company
not able to dig Thomas out before he sutTotrash.
cated.
Regional Waste Systems lawyers have
The rescue crew freed Thomas by cutargued such ordinances are vital to sustaininto the side of the bin with a chain saw
ting
to
ives
ing the incinerators as clean alternat
two hours after the accident. He was de
landfills.
clared dead at a hospital.
relaare
The company's disposal fees
ity
electric
the
from
income
and
high,
tively
it
it sells to Central Maine Power Co. allow
Juveniles cut hair to
to make$10 million a year in debt payments
reduce sentences
on the $100 million facility.
HOUSTON (AP) — A justice of the
to
ed
The U.S.Supreme Court is schedul
is offering to snip some time off
peace
an
and
hauler
a
between
case
hear a similar
e offenders' sentences if they will
juvenil
Waste
l
incinerator in New York.But Regiona
ing of their own — their hair.
someth
snip
there
said
Bloch
A.
Emily
lawyer
sterns
Sy
is to give these kids a
purpose
"The
Trithe
between
are enough differences
image, try to get them
or
t
mind-se
t
State and New York cases to warrant a differen
ure and into the mainsubcult
the
from
away
separate review.
stream again." said Tony Polumbo. who
serves a Harris County precinct "About 80
percent accept my offer."
In one case. Polumbo fined a 13-yearold $430 after the boy admitted assaulting a
youth as part of a gang initiation rite. The
boy agreed to convert the fine 1080 hours of
community service and was credited 15
hours in exchange for his wispy ponytail.
"It was worth it," the teen-ages said
after his haircut He wasn't identified be-

Portland incinerator owner wants
high court to decide trash-control case
PORTLAND. Maine (API -- The nation's highest court will he asked to decide in
a Maine case whether it is constitutional for
governments to dictate where trash is taken.
The dispute involves Regional Waste
Systems Inc.. which relies on a guaranteed
flow of trash from numerous municipalities
to feed its Portland incinerator, and TriState Rubbish Inc., a trash hauler from Poland.
Last year, Tri-State sued the town of
Gray over its "flow-control" ordinance,
saying it should be allowed to take rubbish
wherever the disposal fee is the lowest. It
contended that the ordinance,which requires
that the town's trash go to Regional Waste
System, is unconstitutional.
Tri-State's challenge was rejected by. a
Superior Court in Portland.but the company
appeaksd.

That ruling was overturned by the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court, which concluded
that government control of the flow of trash
interferes with interstate commerce and may
be unconstitutional. Sending the case back
to Superior Court, the justices directed Regional Waste Systems to prove two points:
that it needs to control the flow of trash for
reasons other than its own economic wellbeing,and that there are no reasonable alternatives.
Regional Waste Sy stems filed notice last
week that it plans instead to appeal to the
U.S. Supreme Court. The appeal must be
filed by Jan. IS.
Regional Waste Systems. Mid-Maine
Waste Action Corp. in Auburn and other
public incinerators around the country rely
on gosemment controls to make sure they.
get a steady flow of trash and income.

The single biggest reason
not to go to the library
Thursday night.
We're bringing the library to you.

cause of his age
Another teen opted to keep his locks.
"It looks better king this way," said a
16-year-old gang member who was sentenced to 144 community service hours for
abusive language and disorderly conduct at
school

2nd when
At least that's how it's going to seem on Thursday December
in the
ing
several members of your university faculty spend their even
East/West
buildings of East & West Campus, participating in our 1993
Campus "Faculty/Staff Sleep-Over."
Currently scheduled to participate in this program are:
Ms. Regina
Professor Walt Abbott (Physical Education) at Cumberland Hall;
Professor
Hall;
ett
Gann
at
Agrusa (Equal Opportunity and Human Resources)
ege of
n
Jim Gallagher (Sociology) at Oxford Hall; Dean Dagmar Cron (Coll
y) at Somerset
sciences) at Oxford Hall; Professor Richard Ryckman (Psycholog
but not staying
rd,
at
Oxfo
Hall; Dean Norman Smith (Engineering and Science)
overnight; Dr. Leonard Kass(Zoology) at Hart hall.
ome to these
All the members of Campus Living extend their warmest welc
residence
distinguished guests,and invite the residents of the East & West
ents,ask
comm
your
them
halls to take advantage of this opportunity - offer
them questions,seek their advice.
on.
Because it's not often you find a professor living in your secti
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Judge rejects Jesus
picture in public school
GRAND RAPIDS,Mich . AP) Hang
ing pictures of Abraham Lincoln and the
Rev Martin Luther King Jr. alongside Jesus
in the hallway of a public school doesn't
make the display any more constitutional, a
judge said
L. S District Judge Benjamin Gibson
rejected a settlement Monday in a lawsuit
filed by a student who objected to the large
framed picture of Chnd that has hung ins:de
Bloomingdale High School since the 1960s
The lawsuit was filed 13 months ago by
Eric Pensinger,then a senior at the school In
February• Gibson ordered the picture removed
hut allowed it to remain,covered with a cloth,
while the school district appealed

GM recalling
600,000 vehicles
DEntorr (API - The owners of as
many as 6)0,000 GM minivans and sport
utility vehicles with defective front seats
won't get free repairs until General Motors
Corp. gets the parts
GM said Monday it would recall the
vehicles for repairs as soon as the pots are
available
At least 28 people have been hurt by seats
that collapsed because of defective bolts
The vehicles we 1985-1991 Chevrolet Astro and GM('Safan miruvars and 1989.199)
Chevrolet and GM(' Suburban spoil utihty
vehicles with front bucket seats Suburbans
with bench style front seats we unaffected
GM told the National Highway Transportation *Saters Administration on Nos
that it would coluntanls recall the ...chicle.
But GM still hasn't informed owywr.
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action
• Injuries on defense force Dekker into
rt offense
• UMaine men's hoop works on half-cou

•UMaine hockey

lsh's hand
Injuries to defense force Waker
to bolster blue line
Black Bears activate freshman defenseman Jason Dek had planned to redshirt this season

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

BOSTON (AP)— Bob Woolf, au attorney who became a major force in winning huge contracts for star entertaaners
and athletes, died yestenlay He was 65
Woolf, who represented such athletes as Larry Bird and Carl Yastrzemski, singers New Kids On The Block and
broadcaster Larry King, made an international reputation when he tamed the
focus of his law practice to big deals for
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Woolf died in Miami, according to
his office there. CalISC of death was not
immediately made availa'ile
Woolf s clients also included John
tt,
Havlicek, Ken Harrelson, Jim Plunke
Mark
n,
Munso
man
Thur
g.
Julius Ervin
Fidrych, Jim Craig. Derek Sanderson.
n
Robert Parish, Rocket Ismail and Rube
Sierra He also handled media personalities Gene Shalit and Pete ,Asdielm
Woolf became one of the nation's
first sports agents when Boston Reel Sox
e
pitcher Earl Wilson asked him to handl
ct
off-field activities, including produ
endorsements and speaking engagements, in 1965.
In 1966. Woolf represented Wilson
tin contract negotiations,an unpreceden
ed development
In 1971,he closed his law practice and
began to represent athletes exclusively.
FSU's Ward wins

With three regular defensemen sidelined with leg injuries and a fourth sitting
out while the NCAA checks his eligibility, to say the University of Maine hockey
team is depleted on defense would be an
understatement.
Senior Jason Weinrich, junior Jacque
Rodrigue and freshman Jason Mansoff are
charter members of the UMaine (BumLegged) Blueline Club, while freshman
Jeff Tory continues to wait in purgatory
while the NCAA decides his fate.
Weinrich, who tore a knee ligament in
practice two weeks ago, is out at least until
Christmas. Rodrigue. Weinrich's replacement in the UMaine lineup, will be in a
cast for at least four weeks after breaking
is UMaine freshman defenseman lason
his right tibia Saturday And Mansoff
a Dekker.
expected miss a month after suffering
Friicago
is-Ch
Illino
s
versu
knee sprain
So much so that Walsh has decided to
day.
listed
n activate a freshman who isn't even
Not surprisingly, UMaine coach Shaw
s media guide
team'
the
in
s
team'
his
by
ked
Walsh seems shell-shoc
,
Jason Dekker,a native of Edina, Minn.
sudden succession of injuries.
L
l'SJH
the
of
loo
Water
for
n- who played
"We have four of our regulars (defe
iate
v- last season, will see his first colleg
semen) left," Walsh said, naming survi
Bears
Black
the
when
end
week
this
n
Ma- actio
ing members Lee Saunders, Dave
travel to Northeastern.
Wlasow
cl saac. Andy Silverman and Leo
Dekker is a big (6'2"). gangly kid who
ated
decim
re
"We'

But
with the injuries and the fact that Walsh
had already moved forward Justin Tomberlin to defense -- a position he had never
played before in his life — the Black
a
Bears need another warm body to take
over
few shifts. Dekker was the choice
fellow redshin Jeff Libby based on his
improved practice performances of late.
"Dekker has improved quite a bit since
preseason,- Walsh said. "We think he'll
hold his own "
That is if he doesn't get hurt first.
Black Bear Notes
• Finally,some good news on the Black
Bear injury front_
Senior forward Pat Tardif, who trails
only Paul Kariya (7) and Mike Laten
rs
dresse (7)among Black Bear goal score
in
with six, suffered a knee injury late
Saturday's 5-4 loss
Initially, it was feared Tardif would be
out for an extended period But Walsh
dersaid Tardif s knee loosened up consi
s
ably on Tuesday. and pending the result
)
of a magnetic resonance imaging (MR1
combe
d
shoul
he
,
night
ay
test Tuesd
pletely healthy by the weekend.
"I would expect he'll be ready to practice Wednesday," Walsh said "Fortunate
"
ly, it's not as bad as we first thought
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Sports Writer
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•College football

Women's hoop top 25 West Virginia may pass
on Cotton Bowl bid

as compiled by Mel
(AP)---The Top Twenty Five women's basketball teams
women's coaches,
o165
votes
the
on
based
r
Inquire
lphia
Philade
the
of
Greenberg
points based on
total
28,
Nov.
through
records
eses.
with first placevotes in parenth
ace vote and previous
25 points for a first-place vote through one point for a 25th-pl
ranking.

Pv
Pts
Record
I
1,624
2-0
I Tennessee(64)
3
512
1
1-0
2. Iowa(1)
14
1,401
2-0
3. Texas Tech
5
1,397
2-0
4. Auburn
2
1.295
1-1
5. Vanderbilt
4
1,284
I-I
6. Louis. Tech
7
1,219
0-0
7. PC1111 SI.
9
1,083
0-0
8. North Carolina
6
1.071
0-1
9. Stanford
10
1,031
2-0
10. Virginia
12
925
2-0
do
Colora
11.
13
856
1-0
12. W. Kentucky
11
761
00
13. Southern Cal
8
689
-I
I
14. Ohio St.
16
642
1-0
15. Kansas
15
579
0-0
n
F.Austi
n
16. Stephe
17
570
2-0
17. Georgia
18
506
1-0
IS Connecticut
19
495
2-0
19. Alabama
20
390
0-0
20. SW Missouri
21
346
21. Geo. Washington 1-0
22
293
2-0
22 Mississippi
25
266
2-0
Purdue
23.
23
244
1-0
24 Maryland
24
131
0-0
25 Oklahoma St
ka 38. UCLA 27,
Nebras
72.
Hawaii
94.
stern
Northwe
Others receiving votes17, Washington 16, Toledo IS,
Clemson 23. S. Mississippi 23. Boise St 21, Rutgers
11. Texas 11, South Carolina
UNLV 14, Xavier. Ohio 12. DePaul 11. Long Beach St
g Green 7. Tennessee Tech
S.
Bowlin
St.
9. N.C. Charlotte 8, Notre Dame 8, Oregon
6, Brigham Young 5,
Forest
Wake
6,
tte
Marque
6.
lle
LAsuissi
6,
on
7, Creight
as St I. 4'ermsint
Arkans
4.
a
Tech
4.
Virgini
flail
Scion
Georgetoss n 5. Providence 4.
1, Tulane I
3. Arizona 2, Kent 2. Southern Methodist 2 Montana St.

(AP-- WestVirginia may take the mon
ey and run -- to the Sugar Bowl.
$3
Instead ofgoing to the Cotton Bowl for
Mounmillion, the undefeated. third -ranked
taineers may instead make a $4.15 million
trip to the Sugar
'West Virginia University is a self-supare
porting athletic program and finances
obsiously important to us.'' athletic director
Ed Pastilong said.
Money. also is important to NBC, which
would benefit if West Virginia goes to the
Sugar That would put ratings-king Notre
Dame in NBC's Conon Bowl and take the
Fighting Irish out of ABC's Sugar Bowl.
which competes with NBC's Orange Bowl
telecast New Year's night.
Top-ranked inda State isex pected to pla
No. 2 Nebraska in the Orange Bow I. but there
was no official word Monday on the bowl
destinations of West Virginia and Notre Dame
lloise%er. ses eral howl SOU/LYS said the M‘Yun-

•College football
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By Hank Lowenkr
AP Sports Writer
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tameers plan to spurn a Conon matchup against
No 7 Texas A&M and head to the Sugar for a
meeting with No.9flondaiwNo, le Alabama
"We'd he honored to play in either one of
those:' Pastilong cad "And if those invitations are extended, then we certainly will
discuss them with our administration and
coaches and react accordingly.''
'nder the bowl coalition system,the Cotton Bowl will probably have first crack at
West Virginia when the official selections
are made Sunday But the Mountaineers.
champions of the Big East, have the nght to
decline because they can get more money
from the Sugar Boss I
The Mountaineers aren't going to pass up
an extra SI IS million without giving it cart
ful consideration they've only grossed more
than SI million from a bowl twice in the
school's 103-year football history.
See WEST VIRGINIA
on page 15
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yone has options," he said. ''We know
they have that option."
Troy Mathieu. executive director of the
Sugar Bow I,declined to say whether his bowl
would pursue West Virginia.
any
"We are not in any position to take
dance." he said
Notre Dame official% said they still weren't
sure where the Irish would play on Jan 1
West Id irginia quarterback Darren Studsing
still said the situation was "real confu
"It'sjust like waiting for a job callback,"
he said. "Everybody's calling each other,
ing."
trying to see if anybody's heard anyth
West Virginia(II-0) wanted to play Ne-

braska( II-0)in the Orange Bowl,but Florida
State(11-1)probably will get that opportunity because it edged out West Virginia in the
combined Associated Press and USA Today.
CNN polls
West Virginia is third in the AP media poll,
behind No. 1 Fkirida State and No 2 Nebraska_
In the coaches' poll, Nebraska is No I, West
Virginia No 2 and Honda State No 3.
The Mountaineers could finish first in the
coaches' poll if Florida State heats Nebraska.
"I think we can accomplish it in the
Cotton or the Sugar," Pastilong said. "Obviously the opponents in both of those bowls
are very formidable opponents."

UMaine men's basketball
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,
Playing in 11,500 seat University Arena
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for UMaine, as the Black Bears will
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"This will he a good early season test for
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us," Keeling said
Black Bear Notes: UMaine will face the
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South Carolina State Bulldogs in the 6
game Friday Dec... The Black Bears will
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Western Illinois contest Saturday eveni
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•NFL expansion

on

NFL takes on Southern flavor with Jacksonville additi
By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer
ROSEMONT, Ill. (AP) — The NFL
took on a distinct Southeast tilt Tuesday,
selecting longshot Jacksonville. Fla.,to join
Charlotte as its 1995 expansion teams.
The Southeast." commissioner Paul
Tagliabue said, "is a terrific area for football, a real hotbed.'•
So it will be the Jackson% ille Jaguars
playing in aqua shirts tnnimed wtth yellow
sleeves and black spots and an open-mouthed
jaguar on the helmet.
They joined the Carolina Panthers by
heating out the old-line cities of St. Louis
and Baltimore, as well as Memphis, Tenn.
St_ Louis and Baltimore each has lost teams
in the past decade. Memphis was one of the
favorites w hen the NF1.1ir:t began discussing expansion six years. ago
'Listen, in the NI-1. I'm not surprised
about anything.' said Ralph Wilson.owner
of the Buffalo Bills."You never go into any
meeting with a predetermined %it-%

The Southeast tilt makes realignment a
little more difficult The 10-team NF1.means
the four-team di% isions, the AR' Central
and NEC West, each will gain one team
Some sort of shuffling of present teams
seems inure likely than placing the expansion teams in those divisions.
The league will begin the process in
March and hopes to make more geographic
boxes
sense than now,with the New Orleans Saints
The ownership also includes Deron Cherand Atlanta Falcons in the NEC West, and
Kansas
the
of
safety
ry. the former All-Pro
the Phoenix Cardinals in the NFC East.
City Chiefs
The Dallas Cowboys want to stay in the
leadall-time
NFL's
the
Payton.
Walter
Fast and New Orleans wants to stay
NEC
effort
Louis
ing rusher, was part of the St.
with Atlanta, even if they have to remain in
start.
the
from
majority
West.
"How much does this hurt"- Payton the NEC
The Los Angeles Rams,Cincinnati BenIf no decision is made at the league
it. I
describe
to
words
no
"There's
asked.
willindicated
:and the Patriots all have
gal,
decide where the
was the safest choice meetings, Tagliabue will
ingness to most.. Baltimore is interested in think Jacksonville
play.
will
teams
new
two
into
they could make. 1 wouldn't want to get
the Rams and St. Louis in the Patriots.
The losers spent lots of money for the
going to he in court for
"We will follow our normal process for a situation where I'm
to pay the $140 million expansion fee
right
moving teams." said Tagliabue citing rules the next 15 years."
it will cost to join the NR,_ Moreover.
's
Baltimore
owner,
would-be
Another
requiring owners to show they can do better
Carolina and Charlotte will get only half of
in a new tern tory than their own. He declined Malcolm Glazer:
tele% ision allocation for the first
"I'm just practically ready to start cry- the normal
comment when asked if any current teams
they're in the league
years
two
iiei those cotena, but said he's committed to ing '

Charlotte was chosen live weeks ago at
a meeting in which the owners couldn't
decide on a second team This time they did
because Taghabue made up his mind to
support Jackson% ille on Monday
The expansion and finance committees
went 10-2 for Jackson% ille, with Robert
Tisch of the New York Giants and Norman
Braman of the Philadelphia Eagles supporting Baltimore The final expansion vote was
26-2. with Braman and James Busch Orthwein of the New England Patriots voting
against Jacksonville. Tisch's co-owner.
Wellington Mara,switched the Giants to the

keeping the Patriots in New England
The Jacksonville group is headed by
Wayne Weaver, a Connecticut shoe manufacturer, and includes Jeb Bush, the son of
former President George Bush. It will play
in the Gator Bowl, renovated for $121 million and cut back from 82,0110 to 73,000
seats. with 10,00()club seats and 68 luxury

Write sports for The Campus. Call 581-1268.1
Maine Campus classifieds

WINTER SKI RESORT JOBS-Upto$2,000.
in salary & benefits Ski1 Snowboard instructors, lift operators, wait staff, chalet staff, +
other positions Over 15,000 openings.
For more information cal (206)634 0469
ext V5067
ALASKASUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Ftsh
eries-Students needed! Many ear up to
32,000+/mo in canneries or $3,000S6,000+/mo on fishing vessels Many
employers provide room & board 11 transportation Over 8,000 openings No expe
nence necessary, Male or female Get the
necessary heaa start on next summer
For more information call (206)545-4155
ext A5067
Alpine Ski Race coach wanted: Local
youth program, part time More info
" 44 P0 Bc*
2804

•

Share lovely home in Orono-For stu
dent reasonably quiet Phone, laundry,
also utilities inc 866-3701, Clara
Park Place-. 2 BR, 2 bath unit w/ full
basement now ready $600 heated 862206
BR unn at Rtverplex - . able iar •
S800 heated P Realty Management
942 4815
Orono-Extremely close to campus
der, u•
Needed Jan-May S200/mo •
Ken
for
inc Call 866 0123, ask
Rooms for rent-Old Town 2 rooms
•
avaii --r-; • •norr ava I la,"
1200/mo i^rlud ,,t, MargarPt 827
3094

Lost: Clipboard w/ yellow pad Lost
two weeks ago Includes notes for
manuscript Invaluable to owner Reward offered If found please leave at
info desk in Memorial Union or reserve desk in Library or call collect at
667-7170
Lost: 2 keys on a Swiss army knife
lost on Monday 11/22 in front of
Nutting lie If found, please call 581
6938
Found:Set of keys on a very unusual key
chain w/ dorm key • car key duplicate
Call 866-7581 to claim
Found: One silver dangling earring on
Sat 11/27 on Hauck circle Call x1273 to
claim
Found: Bushilell Binocular case, outside
Hancock Hall Stop by The Maine Campus if it's yours or call x1273
Found:Images 2D Static Analysis floppy
disk near gym on Tues , Nov 23 Call
Maine Campus
581-1273 or stop
E lost and found al,
To place your
stop by the Maine Campus or cal ',F('
1273

SPRING BREAK- 7 Vq,-Is from 3299
Includes Air, hotel transfers. parties and
more Nassau/Paradise Island (
Jamaica, can J,„.1.group Earn tree trip plus iC)ror".1.1,i0rI5I

7 ROC c-,r-r
Spring Break '91
amr
4849

• I

"
.51 ctr,

648

Stop by the basemettt of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

One or two roommates needed:Share
a nice, large tv., bedroom apt in Old
Town, many conveniences Call 8277287
Roommate needed-Hubbard Farms
No deposit, January through May Large
two bedroom Call anytime 866-7389
Female roommate wanted-5 minute
vvalk to UM S163/mo ,only until end of
May 866-0490 after 5 p m
Female roommate needed to take over
lease Own room, Irg house 3150 + 1/4
util , 3150 deposit Call 827-5706

Amiga SOO computer-Super resolution,
graphics and killer music and speech
Like super VGA and Soundblaster built in' 1 meg memory, 2 disk drives, color
monitor, over 100 games, animation
and productivity programs Mouse and
2 ryst pc k s 3400/80,will consider trades
Jeff 827-7928
Christmas trees-- ake home a freshly
Cut Balsam fir of Scotch pine tree for
Christmas Choose and cut at out Tree
Farm in Stillwater on Fri , Sat or Sun We
will wrap and hold your tree near Exit 51
for pickup of your way borne Carpenter
Tree Farm, Bennoch Rd. Stillwater, 2
miles north of 'V- at Benncx-h and
827-8383
t.,t ,:'ware• Ave • •
Pioneer 6 disc player-1 1 00/B 0 13'
S 001B 0 Call Pat
• -.sage
4 me RAM,80
Mac Classic II - I(-rind Asklqg
S

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
December grads-Remember to pick up
your complimentary UM General Alumni
Assoc membership packages
Crossland Alumni Center (across from
Mond) before December 8!!!
JOIN THEFERNALDSNACK BAR BREAKFAST CLUB; Just come ir between 7 OC
ri
and 10 30 a m , order a special and p
Interested in a Tittle unconditional
love to help make it through the wintet
Board my two great cats until early
April-Fred and Ginger, 18 month old
brother and sister, fixed, loving, calm,
healthy Their Dad is heading South until
early April and will provide support in full
for care and feed while he's gone Call
Murph at 1-800-233-8510 ext 376
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT 114E
BEAR'S DEN. Weekly TAILGATE PARTY
igtveimay, 99fcxxispeciatsstart at800p rn
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock
ford, Fosgate, Clarion, JVC, more
Soundshapers-145 Elm St . Brewer
989-1889
Were bad!Male& female strippers for
h.rthday-, fraternity, sorority & special
occasions Call Exotica 947 4406

Hey Richle Crotchbottoml Somebody
love,
HltS
tt
Your best friend, forever.
lust
Happy Birthday Jenn Morin!
lire"
.
glad T,
-Your roommate!!
-From
matt_
Rosa'
Captain Turnpike

